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LoopPing is a free open source tool which allows you to make ping from commandline with the flexibility of both; 1. Automatic or manual ping interval 2. Adjustable ping interval 3. Delay between pings. Please visit: Send any comments, email, reports and bug to: lighthouse77@gmail.com Also, If you have found LoopPing useful on your network please consider to consider donating to support our hard-work and the development. Best regards, Lighthouse
77 PingPing [1] is an open source protocol that allows a server to ping a client by sending small fragments of data to a high-speed Internet connection and expecting to receive a reply within a fixed, controllable time interval. PIDPing is an interval based ping utility. The tool can ping selected hosts at intervals defined by the user. It supports two different operation modes, scheduled and poll. The scheduler functionality allows to assign ping intervals to a set of

hosts. Ping-Time is a program that can ping a network host for a set period of time. At the end of the time period, the host status is reported. Ping Time supports the basic functions that an interval ping utility must have, including automatic and manual ping intervals, retries, hosts lists, and reporting, etc. Free Web-based Ping Pong Timer PingPong.com is a free web-based ping pong timer. Using the timer, users can play ping pong matches and define the
conditions of the matches. PingPi is an utility that can be used to easily ping servers, and measure latency and round trip time. It has all the features of a real time ping tool, but is easy to use and doesn't require any installation. PINGit is an easy-to-use and reliable Windows application for checking the connectivity between PCs, and for sending messages and files in a uniform manner. PingUPower is a powerful tool for monitoring your network. It has many

features that are designed to help you analyze and troubleshoot your network problems. Pingzbis is a freeware, cross-platform network ping utility that enables you to send ping requests to the specified host or IP address with any combination of interval and timeout, send more ping requests or manage ping requests history. Pingx is a professional, easy-to
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=========================================================================== ￭ MACRO by string entered and the server responds with "OK" or "ERROR" ￭ SYSTEX: SIZZLE Stands for the host, which you want to ping SCSIPER The SIZZLE of the last response In the event that the host does not respond within time ￭ SYSTABLE: "OK" ￭ SYSCON: "OK" ￭ SIZZLE is empty (does not matter) ￭ SYSTABLE is empty (does
not matter) ￭ When you close the application, the above values will be overwritten. SYSTABLE This is the time interval in seconds. SYSTABLE Value and SYSCON Value for "OK" and "ERROR" SIZZLE Value "0" -> No value Value "1" -> 1 second Value "2" -> 2 second Value "3" -> 3 second Value "4" -> 4 second Value "5" -> 5 second Value "6" -> 6 second Value "7" -> 7 second Value "8" -> 8 second Value "9" -> 9 second Value "10" -> 10 second
Value "11" -> 11 second Value "12" -> 12 second Value "13" -> 13 second Value "14" -> 14 second Value "15" -> 15 second Value "16" -> 16 second Value "17" -> 17 second Value "18" -> 18 second Value "19" -> 19 second Value "20" -> 20 second Value "21" -> 21 second Value "22" -> 22 second Value "23" -> 23 second Value "24" -> 24 second Value "25" -> 25 second Value "26" -> 26 second Value "27" -> 27 second Value "28" -> 28 second Value

"29" -> 29 second Value "30" -> 30 second Value "31" -> 31 second Value "32" -> 32 second Value "33" -> 33 second Value "34" -> 34 second Value "35" -> 35 second Value "36" -> 36 second Value "37" -> 37 second Value "38" -> 38 second Value "39" -> 39 second Value "40" -> 40 second Value " 1d6a3396d6
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LoopPing [Win/Mac] (Latest)

LoopPing is a Windows.NET application designed to make it easy to autosend periodic (or regular) pings. The application has various features, but all are managed through a simple configuration screen. Chart your data for uptime and bandwidth usage. It lets you keep an eye on the usage of your network for different functions. The chart is generated by a small console application, so the output can be displayed directly on the screen. Administrative Tools -
Administrative Tools for Windows 7 The aim of this project is to create a simple application that will allow you to quickly search for hardware devices on your computer, or get any information about your computer such as BIOS updates. Security - Aporte-3.5.4 This is a program for exporting ADL data. It can output the data in format of FEDEX TS Pro, Post-it notes, XML, CSV, Excel or XML. It has GUI for data input, background scan/process,...
Network Tools - TryLoad-1.0 TryLoad is a small and fast application that lets you check if a server is online by pinging it. It is a handy tool for troubleshooting and diagnosing network problems. It can also be used as an alternative to TCP/IP pinging. 83.93 KB Network Tools - Active Monitor for Networking Active Monitor for Networking has a minimal design and runs on any platform that has a GUI. It is extremely easy to use, requiring only a few mouse
clicks to start the monitor. Active Monitor uses a tree-like structure, allowing the user to monitor the entire network topology and view a wealth of detailed statistics for each active node on the network. Network Tools - Advanced Terminal Disks & Files Advanced Terminal Disks & Files is a simple to use software to create DOS based diskette or CD-ROMs. It has a simple GUI interface. It is compatible with any floppy disks and CD-R or CD-RW discs.
Network Tools - Gateway Monitor Gateway Monitor (GWM) is a simple, free software, which monitors the network gateway status (bandwidth, latency, latency, packet loss etc.) periodically. With GUI and minimal UI, GWM is easier to use than any... Network Tools - Gigatron Gigatron is a network monitoring and statistics tool, which

What's New in the LoopPing?

LoopPing is a simple app that helps you to ping a list of hosts at specified intervals. This can be used in a simple interactive program, such as a game. How to use LoopPing: First install LoopPing on your Windows PC. Next, create a text file with the list of hosts that you want to ping. The filename should be the extension of the file and the extension should be.lpi,.txt,.lpi_text,.lpi_ascii,.lpi_ascii_text,.lpi_binary, or.lpi_binary_text. Next, open the LoopPing
app and type the name of the file with the hosts you want to ping and press "Start". The app will begin sending the host at specified intervals. If you want LoopPing to pause you can also press "Pause" while LoopPing is sending the host. You can also stop LoopPing by pressing "Stop". When sending the host, you can control the ping interval by dragging your mouse over the "Ping Interval" box. The default is 20 seconds. Limitations of LoopPing: If you are
using LoopPing to make server control for a game, you can only send one host at a time. If you want to control multiple servers at the same time, you can use your other PC or use cURL. Legal Information: LoopPing is freeware (no registration). You can use LoopPing for both private and commercial use. However, you can not sell the app itself. You can sell your own apps that use LoopPing. Information about LoopPing's developers: LoopPing is created by
"Kid Syndrome" who is an Asian web developer from Taiwan. The other developers are the same. More information about Kid Syndrome: Contact: if you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, you can contact us via email. If you know how to help improve LoopPing, you can contact us via email. Notes: LoopPing is not supported in Windows Vista. See also: Author: Kid Syndrome (PingGenerator) Kid Syndrome (LoopPing 2) License: LoopPing is
freeware (no registration). You can use LoopPing for both private and commercial use. Limitations: LoopPing is limited to one host at a time. LoopPing is also not compatible with Windows Vista. Notes: LoopPing is not supported in Windows Vista. See also:
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System Requirements:

Windows XP (with an Intel Pentium 3.4 GHz or AMD Athlon XP 3.4 GHz) or Windows Vista 512 MB RAM 2 GB free hard drive space 16 MB DirectX 9.0c Internet Explorer 7.0.5730.1118 or Firefox 3.0.11 Procedure 1. Click here to download the full NVIDIA client. 2. Install the latest GeForce 337.49 or earlier GeForce driver (you do not need to install the latest beta driver). 3. Click
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